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Convention report

A new generation of Conservatives
by John Sadler
At thirty-six years of age, Joe

Clark was the youngest of the
twelve official candidates for the
PC leadership. He is now the
youngest leader the Tories have
ever elected.
Last Sunday the lean Albertan

edged ahead ofClaude Wagner by
sixty-five votes on the fourth and

final ballot. Clark started off a distant third on the first ballot with
277 votes, behind Wagner at 531
and Mulroney at 357. Clark's
momentum started to roll as three
candidates dropped from the ballot
and pledged their support to Clark.

Grafftey and Gillies started the
snowball rolling when they walked
over to the Clark team. The big
surprise was the move made by
Sine Stevens. He was expected to
support Hellyer who made a disappointing snowing of 231 votes.
However, feeling that Hellyer
would still lack the necessary
strength to win, Stevens decided
to join forces with Joe Clark.
In the midst of this exodus the
Mulroney people watched in disbelief. If the right wing faction of
Wagner, Homer and Hellyer was
to be stopped a moderate candidate had to be presented as an alternative to the left and middle of
the road delegates. Both Mulroney
and Clark were considered moderates. Mulroney was in second
place and had the best chance of
catching Wagner. Why then, did
the Grafftey, Gillies, Stevens
forces fall behind third place contender Joe Clark? The answer is
simply that Mulroney was not a
member of the caucus. He was not
a member of the parliamentary
fraternity. If Mulroney were to be
elected leader this would be a slap
in the face to those elected to the

House

of Commons. Consequently, Joe Clark became the
compromise candidate.
The second ballot results
showed Clark in second place at
532 votes, just behind Wagner at
667 and ahead of Mulroriey with
419. The Wagner campaign then
got a shot in the arm as Hellyer,
Homer, arid Nowlan withdrew to
support the right wing forces under
Wagner. This move was countered
by MacDonald and Fraser withdrawing from the race and falling
behind Clark. This narrowed the
field for the third ballot to Wagner,
Clark and stunned Mulroney who
still had an "outside chance of winning.
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On the third ballot Mulroney
was trimmed back to his original
hard core support with-369 votes.
Clark at 969 made the largest gain
but was still behind Wagner at
1003.
After making a respectable
showing and holding his own without support from any of the withdrawn candidates, Mulroney was
now out. Every eye in the arena
was focused on him. He had the
power to be king maker. Which

he going to go? The question would never be answered. He
simply released.his delegates. 369
votes were now up for grabs.
The results of the fourth ballot
showed that 60% of Mulroney's
support went to Clark and 32% to
Wagner. The remainder did not
vote. From a perspective on the
convention floor there appeared to
be a third possible faction which
would cause the Mulroney support
to shift the way it did. This faction
was one of age. Scanning the
Wagner camp there seemed to be a
greater presence of gray hair than
in the Clark or Mulroney camps.
It is estimated that 50% of
Mulroney's support could be classified as youth. On the final ballot
close to 100% ofthis youth support
went to Clark. This put Clark over
the top.
The results of this convention
indicate that the country is about
to see a new generation of Tories.
The 800 youth delegates at the
convention have formed the nucleus for a lean hungry political
force under the direction of a
leader that has an instinct for the
jugular vein.
Way was
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Fare hike to come
by Debbi McDougall
On Monday March 1, 1976 Twin
City bus riders will pay more to
ride city buses. Adult fare will increase by 10 cents from 25 to 35
cents and the 10 cent rate for students under 16 and pensioners will
increase by a nickel from 10 to 15
cents.
A proposal to eliminate the
Rosemount and Ottawa-Franklin
routes -and to combine the
Bridgeport and Guelph street
buses in the hopes of cutting $1
million from last years deficit of
$1.8 million has been shelved by
Kitchener City Council until at
least October. No bus routes will
be eliminated unless a survey indicates use on the routes is low.
The $1 million cut* originally
planned for by traffic service director John Webster allowing for
the increased fare- revenue, will
now drop to a maximum of

$400,000.
Frequency of service, however,
will be cut fn June 1976 on all

routes. The number of buses on

King Street will be cut in half and
every second bus will turn around
at Market Square. All other
routes, with the exception ofMain
routes, will be cut to 40 minutes
between 6 to 8 p.m. The Loop and
Queen-Frederick lines will be cut
to 25 minutes between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m. Bus service will also be cut
on the Queen-Frederick line
Saturdays and during the week
from 6 to 8 p.m.

Kitchener Council amended the
proposed service cuts in'the wake
of complaints from thousands of
patrons. Patty Moffat representative for the Consumer Action
Center presented a petition to arecent city council meeting bearing
1500 signatures. She objected to
the way in which the issue was
handled by the city and she criticized Mr. Webster's transit report.
She felt that the public wasn't
given sufficient opportunities to
voice their dissatisfaction with the
proposals.
Some Twin City bus patrons
have reacted with disgust, others
appear resigned to the inevitable
and some aren't aware the fares
will increase March 1.
"It can't be helped, so I've
heard, and let's face it we've gone
pretty far on a 25 cent fare compared to 50 cents in Montreal and
Toronto."
"I'd like to see the PUC do
some internal housecleaning before they increase the fares. It
might result in more efficient use
of funds. It sure beats paying 50
by Mary Purves
cents in Toronto." It was pointed
The
first
scandal of this year's
out, on the other hand, that bus
campaign
exploded Tueselection
go
Toronto
twice
the
patrons in
distance for 50 cents than we do day at Ipm with the official expulfor 25 cents and therefore the.city sion of Sam Wagar from the race.
A meeting ofthe Dean's Advisory
shouldn't increase the fare.
Council was called to determine
One Laurier student felt students should be given special whether or not Wagar would be
fares. "I think they should have a permitted to remain in the running
middle fare for students. I can't af- for the position of President.
Wagar, who has been handing out
ford 35 cents."

which he was already aware he did
not feel his attendance was important. The DAC felt otherwise,
however, and refused Wagar's appeal. As Dean Nichol's explained
the rules have been strictly enforced all year and no matter how
stupid the rule may seemthere will
be no exceptions made.
Wagar based his appeal on the
fact that he had the written agreement of the acting Chief Electoral
Officer that he could remain in the
race despite his absence at this
mandatory meeting. Wagar further
insists that he has the verbal consent ofall the candidates officially
entered in the race that they felt he
was welcome to run despite his absence. He also feels that the rule is
a stupid one and that perhaps he is
not wanted in the campaign.
In speaking to some of the Cord
staff after the meeting Wagar explained that he and his supporters in
the Young Socialists organization
intended to do something about
the decision .despite the fact that
the DAC is the final deciding body
on matters of this kind. He went
oh to say that the Young Socialists
organization does not only run in
campaigns to be elected but also to
pass along some of their views to
the students.

About 500 Grade 12 and 13 students from throughout Ontario will
be at Wilfrid Laurier University
Thursday for a day of events called WLU Day.
The students, and their guidance
counsellors, teachers and princicampaign literature all week canpals, will be greeted by Dr. Frank
not understand the decision of the C. Peters, WLU president. Afterward, they will be free to attend
DAC and plans to act on it.
The conflict arose as a result of any lecture that interests them.
Wagar's belated appearance at the
In addition, there will be presencandidates meeting scheduled for tations by many departments with
Thursday, February 12 at 4:3opm. displays, films and tours. There
Wagar maintains that he was a will be an opportunity to chat
mere 5 minutes late for the meeting about entrance requirements,
and that since he understood it was programs and financial aid availonly to discuss poster policy of able.
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BOY ONE
[GET ONE FREE! 1
I Isn't it time YOU got into I

University Service
Gray
Direct from Waterloo Campus
To Toronto and Woodstock-London
Express via Hwy. 401
Board buses on University Aye. •-,,■■
at Theatre Auditorium

'
,

I

a bold new series of
science fiction ADVENTURE NOVELS.

WINTER TIME TABLE
NOW IN EFFECT

'

TORONTO SERVICE

I

Express via Hwy 401
Leave University
Mon. to Fri. 3.15 p.m. & 5.00 p.m.
Fridays -12.35 p.m. & 3.45 p.m.

Return buses from Toronto to Campus
Mbn. to Fri. 7.00 a.m.
Sundays 7.30 p.m., * 8.30 p.m., *G9.45 p.m. & *10.50
*via Islington Subway Station
G Locally via Guelph

-
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Rufus Kane, a rebel, flees from a tightly I
controlled, isolated commune to safety I
in a large city. But a friend betrays him I
and his incredible trial reveals a world I
gone mad. Law and order are absolute
and human rights have vanished. Rufus N9
becomes a rebel with a cause: the
creation of a world fit for men.

fit
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Sundays
Ar. 6.40 p.m.
Lv. University
Ar. 7.10 p.m.
Lv. Kitchener Terminal
6.35 p.m.
Lv. 5.55 p.m.
7.25 p.m.
Ar. Woodstock
)
Ar. London
Lv. 5.15 p.m.
8.05 p.m.
Individual Tickets Available from Driver
Toronto and London Buses Ipop via University, Westmount, Columbia and Phillips serving designated stops. Buses will stop on
signal at intermediate points en route and along University Aye.

WATERLOO-TORONTO
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Available at the Games Room, S.U.B.
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$1.00 (.95c - .05c for handling) and we'll
send you TWO LASER BOOKS for the
PRICE OF ONE.

10 Rides
.$31.90

I

»

~

Free

Please send me the following LASER BOOKS:
D no. 16 Kane's Odyssey Jeff Clinton

/•

GrayCoach
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

-

D no. 17 The Black Roads -J. L Hensley

—

'—

:
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D no. 18 Legacy -J. F. Bone

checked above.
Name:

Address:
City

——t..

.
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$1.00 for the two LASEtf BOOKS
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1 have enclosed a clipped right comer from a
LASER BOOK cover.

□ I have enclosed

■

I|

Offer
LASER Reader Service
Stratford, Ontario

Mail to:

KITCHENER TERMINAL
GAUKEL g JOSEPH STS.

TELEPHONE 742-4469

fayt;>BMte IS

Now you're into the
LASER EXPERIENCE!

D

"'- J^*-u

I

Send us

~
'
Tickets and Information for this University Service
■

-

Clip the corner and price from any
LASER BOOK cover. Marl itand the coupon below
to LASER Reader Service.
We'll send you the LASER BOOK of your choice.

Tickets have no expiry date; they do not have to be used by
purchaser; they may be used from Kitchener Terminal or from
Waterloo <^"
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Roadmen.But Sam-refuses to kill and is
imprisoned and tortured for his
nonconformity. He escapes and races
across the continent in a running duel
that will end in death his own or the
tyranny that reigns on the Black Roads.

A fighter, Sam Williams is marooned on
the bleak world of Arthe. Soon he joins
thelocal police... and is fighting for his
life. The enemy? The drug that drives
men mad, Tonocaine! In an
action-packed adventure, Williams
trails a madman lusting for power
across the strange, forbidden planet.
But the madman is chasing him, too!

ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUS TERMINAL
See Time Table No. 2

-

17. THE BLACK ROADS
J. L. Hensley

18. LEGACY
J. F. Bone

Fridays
6.15 p.m.

BUY "10 TRIP TICKETS" AND SAVE MONEY!

Wlf

member of the infamous Red

MM

■
HjMn__

WOODSTOCK-LONDON SERVICE
Express via Hwy 401
Read up

fit

Sam Church is a trained killer, a

MM

-
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LASER publishes three original full-length novels
every month. Easy reading, fast-paced novels in a
science fiction setting.

"
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Read Down

I

Experience

the

I

Postal Code:

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1976.
LIMIT ONE PER HOUSEHOLD.

____
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Still relevant?

A look at the family in our society
More than.3oo persons from all
parts ofCanada participated in the

meeting/
annual
October
of The Vanier
conference
Institute of the Family in Ottawa.
The theme, "Pathways Toward
the Familial Society" was given
greater meaning when 50 families
registered for the entire conference.
The aim was to bring people together informally to permit freer
conversation. The attainment of
this objective was reflected by the
attendance at the plenary sessions
and at the workshops.
Participants also had time to get
to know one another through a
number of informal opportunities.
It was a familial occasion, informal and comfortable, yet with
uncomfortable discussion, that
focussed on a changing world and
how it can be more dependent on
the family. People are boldly expressing their feelings; asking
questions about themselves, their
community, society, governments
and social agencies.
The conference report as a separate VIF publication is being
edited. It will be made available as
soon as possible. Here is a capsule
report of what was said at the sessions. The opinions expressed by
the participants are not necessarily those of the Institute but reflect
the thinking of those who took
part. VIF wishes to express its
gratitude to the more than 100 persons who acted as discussion leaders for the plenary sessions, work
sessions and other events related
to the conference.
IDENTITY CRlSlS—there are
other issues
The Opening plenary session
was an informal discussion allowing the participants to talk about
themselves, society as they saw it
and the effect it had on them as
persons and on their families. One
participant expressed difficulty in
finding herself in a variety ofroles
as wife, mother and woman. She
said that sometimes she could not
find herself in these roles and often
times did not know what to do. ,
The issue of identity crisis was
defined by one person as being

v

mm

"middle class", while poor people
in Canada fight an economic battle. "We want better services for
our children and a better educational system. Often the ideal family life is not possible because
there isn't any work available."

in British Columbia is a great success and has shown that adequate
counselling in divorce proceedings
diffuses potential problem situations which may be dangerous to
the children involved.
The real issue is that in Canada,
couples are forced into taking adLEARNING—the boundaries are versary positions in order to win
endless
their rights. There is no one to repAdults, senior citizens, parents resent children in divorce proceedand children would benefit if they ings.
B.C. was cited again as the
started learning once again as a exception where two lawyers are
family. The family may be the best appointed annually as child advoframework for beginning a new cates. It is their sole responsibility
learning experience which would to represent children's rights djin
see parents learning from children, vorce actions.
neighbours learning from neighLAW—ownership is destructive
bours, and children learning from
familial society
in
grandparents.
The
concept of rigid ownership
The boundaries of learning are patterns is destructive
to
creaendless and the result is that some tion of a familial society.the
Searchof the competition in our society ing after private land ownership
might be less as people will share
creates a battleground—there is no
and communicate.
community trust nor support be"People are concerned about cause the basic preinjse of man
in
each other's welfare as well as cartype of society is to protect his
this
ing for themselves. In the end a
property at all costs.
new sharing familial based social
The major question todayis how
structure could evolve. In the can we best organize for the betfamilial sense, everyone including terment of the whole community?
children will have a right to speak Is it to share with each other or
and their opinions will be seriously scramble for our own self preserheeded."
vation?
CHlLDREN—they're decisionThe right to property or space
makers too
argument comes down to two
Parents have the big end of the basic principles: the right to share
stick and they could give a little of "community" and the right to excit to their children. They would lude "private ownership".
profit by becoming more aware of
We cannot keep on going in the
their children and of how much direction of "private ownership
they can contribute to the family. and ownership of space". With the
Children are often ignored by increasing world population, space
adults and left out of many imporis a scarce resource and we will
tant family decisions.
have to move towards communal
Teenagers are also being exownership and space sharing to
cluded from important family survive*.
decision-making and as a result HABITAT—can people have
often feel left out. Many now think control?
of parents as "tyrannical" and
There is no one right style of
there is often little rapport between adults and youths. This lack
ofcommunication forces teenagers
to run away, or to leave home in
order to assert their own personality, rather than continue to develop within their family network.
LAW REFORM—concern for
children
The unified family court system

atmosphere. It is up to the gov-

and developers to meet
these needs.
The needs of many ethnic people are vastly different. For example, native people should have the
right to determine their own future
on their reservations where it is
their rightful habitat. The government has a duty to safeguard the
Indian's environment.
The habitat is a complex and social environment and it has psychological and religious overtones.
It is the family which is very vulnerable in the equation and it is the
family which suffers when a Wrong
planning decision is made by private developers or government officials.
Planners are urged to ease the
problems of tenants in crowded
urban centres. Tenants do not
have control over their environment. It was recommended that
ernment

cooperatives, independent housing

jobs in which they are not finding
much satisfaction. They "drop
out" and older people who have
had the work ethic drilled into
their heads call them "welfare

bums".

Workers have to become involved in their jobs and in the
planning ofthe total work picture.
One suggestion was that by rotating jobs and responsibilities, boredom might be lessened and youth
may remain at a job.
INCOME—an awareness of each
other's needs
Middle class wage earners tend
toromanticize poverty, but in fact
there is nothing romantic about not
having enough money to buy essential goods. Every Canadian
should have the right to income
security and it is the government
and the employer's responsibility
to make sure that everyone has a
liveable income.
It is important to redistribute the
nation's wealth to as many people
as possible. It was recommended
that solutions could be in shorter
working hours and expanding the
flexible hour system. It could lead
to the creation of more jobs and a
reduction of the unemployed.

authorities or rental corporations
run by the tenants be established
so people living in these units can COMMUNICATION—finding the
have control over their future and priorities
There is a need for a programhabitat environment.
ming and communication reWORK—overhaul the ethic
sources centre in Canada's north.
The day when man defined himThe
Inuit people are thinly scatis
self solely in terms of his job
slipping away. Now, there is a tered across thousands of miles of
with little or no means of
move to define himself not based tundra
with each other.
on productivity or income, but oh communicating
these northern people are to
If
relationships.
Younger people are lboking survive as a people they need
closely at the quality of life. They modern communication technology and they need it for communihave been dismayed by the in- cation
amongst themselves as a
creasing breakdown of institutions
priority.
first
that meant a lot to their parents.
cont'd on page 7
Young people are looking at their

The year is 2024...

_______

f

habitat. People expect and want
water, electricity and heat in their
habitats but after that they want
additional features. Some look for
exotic"architecture, a high degree
of privacy or a close community

I

____

Priceless ... within reason
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Precious diamonds do. not have to cost a
fortune. We can help you to select a fine diamond
that you can afford. Regardless of
your financial status, we can offer a superb
and
diamond that will thrill you
never leave you flat.
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rather kinky tale of survival
1

LQ/Jaf.,,.,..,'A BOY AND HIS DOG ~.„>,,DON JOHNSON•SUSANNE BENTON„,ALVY MOORE
w....c.w JASON ROBARDSI Co-star,mg HELENE WINSTON ano CHARLES McGRAW
..i..„,.=,.!..
,*»»■ ADMITTANCE

•

Produced by ALVY MOORE Written for the screen and Directed by LQ JONES
Based on the award winning novella by HARLAN ELLISON

Music by TIM McINTIRE and JAIME MENDOZA-NAVA • Technicolors

GEMOLOGIST
Now 0N staff!

30 KING

w.

KITCHENER

-

NO ONE ATJMITTEDAFTER PERFORMANCE STARTS...
IT HAS TO BE SEEN FWOTVI THE BEOHMIMIIMO I
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IN FAIRVIEW PARK SHOPPING MALL-KITCHENER
KINOSWAY DRIVE
BEHIND SIMPSON S STORE

—
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STARTS TO-DAY

2 shows nightly 7:oo & 9:oo em
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SUNDAY 2 PM
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Ah yes the many and glorious virtues of winter in Canada, no wonder everyone dashes madly off to the southern climes as soon as'reading week even approaches. However, just to make all you bronzed
bodies feel a little bit guilty about your tan and the goob you had to use
to get it in the first place as well as all the gunk you must now lather on
to preserve it let me tell you a story. Don't stop reading just because
you don't have a tan because if you wash your hair with shampoo, use
deodorant, hand cream or make-up of any kind you are every bit as
guilty.
Some time ago a Toronto daily published a well researched story on
the kind of laboratory testing that is performed on animals to ensure
that all the cosmetic products we use are safe. The testing methods are
common to all major cosmetic manufacturers and it would seem that
little can be done to prevent the inhumane treatment that has become so
commonplace in the industry. The most common animals used for
testing are rabbits, dogs, cats and monkeys and the tests used seem to
be such total perversions that they could only be the product of some
vicious school boys mind. Some of the more common tests include
squeezing shampoo into the eyes of rabbits to make sure that there
really are "no more tears" and to see,if the product makes the animal
go blind. Effective, possibly, but humane? Moving right along it was
revealed that rats are shaved and then sprayed with all kinds of perfume,
deodorant and aftershave or painted with lipstick, hand cream, eye
shadow, you name it the beasts in the labs were subjected to it.
Now I am well aware that an awful lot of people are getting sick and
tired of hearing about howawful it is to kill animals for fur coats etc. or
how inhumane it is to slaughter animals, especially young ones, for,
food that often remains as a surplus and as a result becomes a political
football.
Nevertheless, this sort of treatment continues mainly because there
is insufficient public outcry, due to a lackpf awareness of the problem.
It is rather obvious that companies engaging in such distasteful tactics
are not going to fall all over themselves rushing to the press to reveal
their latest atrocities in the name of science. But once you have heard
or read about the sordid goings-on is it not time to stop arid think about
how badly you need the product you are reaching for? There is a lot of

talk floating around these days about created consumer needs, particularly in the women's lib circles and I wonder how many of us are
faithfully washing, scrubbing, dousing, annointing, painting and spraying our bodies with totally unnecessary goob?

C
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letters
Help needed

strength, willpower and common-

sense, not to submit'to a monkey
Once again disaster has struck a on our backs and are thereby not
poor, dependent country. I am forced to publicly display an insure that few words are needed to feriority,
describe the enormity of the
Particularly in places where
calamity that has befallen food is being served, where the
Guatemala.
law prohibits the presence of pet
Our relief agents, on the spot, animals but is otherwise totally igneed our support. Oxfam—a relief norant of the health hazard inand development organization duced by the "we have rights
needs urgent funds for the. victims too!" people, exercised under the
of the earthquake and reconstrucguise of Liberty or—"do as you
tion.
like, it'll only kill your neighP.O. Box 18000
bour".
Station B
This type of fanaticism is clearly
Kitchener, Ontario
demonstrated at local events such
Oxfam is an experienced, as the Boar's Head Dinner where
internationally-based, voluntary the guests in one of their rare morelief and development organizaments ofrefinement sit shoulder to
tion which has been actively inshoulder in starched shirts and
volved in famine and disaster relief sweaty hairlines. Should, on such
since World War 11,and developed occasion, a minor burp escape
a reputation for making the best you, it will immediately evoke a
and most effective use of your do- raised eyebrow a la Puritanus
nations.
Canadiensis; his Sunday Etiquette
Thank you has been violated! Righteousness
Dr. Hubert Campfens takes over, the "ought to", "thou
Oxfam Ontario Board Member shalt not", the ensign, "Lest we
Chairman, Regional Committee forget", beretsymedals, and, Oh,
Yes! the "shrapnell limp", everso-slight, but greatly emphasised
The following lines are dedi- on Veteran's Day. You imcated to those who, in spite of, a mediately cry out for forgiveness,
carefully maintained existence ready to drop to your knees to
based on the principles of Sunday flagellate yourself mercilessly. But
Etiquette, continue to display an what's this presumptuous act? Our
attitude of profound ignorance by moralizer displays his ignorance as
catering to their nicotine habit in he sticks a cigar into his highHe
public places. Needless to say, not blood-pressure-flu shed-face.
a
only
and
are
not
shows
lack
of
control
by
this
habit
all of us advocate
fortunate enough, by virtue of exposing everyone at the table to

Unity plea

his health hazard but also spoils
the evening for those not in need of
a regular "fix". The Wife next to
him, squinting through her expired
rhineslone-prescriptions bears it
emotionlessly, probably never
smoked in her life, but cleaned his
ashtrays for the past twenty years.
Yet this man, this righteous fiend
would not hesitate to wag his didactic nicotine-stained finger at
some drunk in the gutter. That
very same person and many like
him, you find in classrooms, dining
hall and Torque Room.
Oh Yes!, the Torque Room
where one tries to eat an already
mess, in an unhealthy
smoke-filled environment, courtesy of Hefto, the Bullboy, et al.
These future-junior-chamber of
commerce-members,
with inflamed eyelids and Zappata moustache, are a display of inconsiderate, overbearing, boorish addicts
in the process of administering a
"fix". Supported by their cutie
Lesbina, the whole woman, complete with chipped tooth, painted
face, uterus and all; who, as the
ten grain Valley-urn wears down,
feverishly fumbles through her
bag, and between moments of hysteria and visions of motherhood
lights up a butt which not only endangers her life, (which is entirely
her business, of course) but also
the health of those around her.
Those of superior commonsense,
intelligence, breeding and upbringing. Not to speak of some unfortunate ones who already suffer from

asthma,

other public places and been insulted by
the peasant behaviour of the toenough to lead relatively normal bacco smoking boor? How many of
lives until the tobacco smoking you have spoken up oh behalf of
minority of low-lifes with foul your rights? It is that very same
nicotine breath, perspiration and apathy that drives this country into
body odours reeking of stale to- an economic state of cold-feet and
bacco, inject deadly fumes and empty bellies; that very same
poison into the ailing lungs of these apathy that perpetuates narrowpeople and thereby worsen the mindedness, dogmatism, moraliscondition and cause additional tic education and false religiosity;
pain and discdmfort. For these and that very same apathy that caused
other reasons smoking is banned in a Hitler and fascism.
classrooms and even though many
Non-Smokers unite! All you
faculty members do smoke, they have to lose is your "friends,"
give a fine example of abstinence second hand smoke and lungduring their lectures.
disease.
Oh Yes!, I hear them now, the
Victor G.Keltner
Liberals, "it's a free country", indeed it is. I hear some forefathers
fought for that. They wanted a
democracy, we've got it. So now, Dear Editor and Staff,
Lesbina Toejam and her Wasted
As a parent of three young
Wonder may live in it with the adults I come in contact with the
privilege to do away with them- Cord Weekly almost weekly, and I
selves any way they see fit. But am fast becoming an ardent reader
they do not have the right to take and fan of your excellent paper.
me with them in their heroic death,
Your articles, comments and inclutching an Ex-sport Eh, white teresting and thought provoking
coughing up AB positive onto their editorials are first rate.
indoor-outdoor carpet. Then, facWe also enjoy Rick Campbell on
ing stark reality gone is their plas- sports,
action photographs of
tic behaviour, gone is the antisepsporting events etc.
tic suburbia smile. Instead,
The students of Laurier should
behold—enter religion. They manbe justly proud of their Cord
age to conjure up such amounts of Weekly.
it that it would make the best ofthe
In your February sth paper Au"Fish People" even on coffee- brey Ferguson made common
house-night pale into insignifi- sense and hit the nail on the head
cance.
under the heading "Comment":
Know what? You university stuHow many of you non-smokers dents are a good group!
have stood in elevators and other
John Slatter
bronchial

and

pneumatic disorders, yet are lucky

v
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Through the Smoke

Electric charge missing from the bureaucracy
monolithic machinery of modern
government.
The corridors of the great ad-

by Steve Armstrong
To those of you who frittered
away Dead Week on the sunny
beaches of the Bahamas, Bermuda, and so on, I extend my sincerest condolences. Obviously, it
never occured to you how absolutely un-Canadian it is to wear a
non-ski tan between November
and April. Winter in Canada is an
annual suffering imposed upon all
Canadians to purify and strengthen
the body and spirit. To avoid it,
even fora short time, is like rejecting one's own mother.
Anyway, instead of the 3-6 hour
trip to sun, I chose the 50 minute
hop to sin—that's right—l spent
part of Dead Week slogging
through the slushy streets of Ottawa, nosing around the cluttered
offices of our nation's esteemed
public servants. The only change
in my skin colour was the slightly
embarassed and amused red which
crept „over it as I surveyed the

the morning—all without apparent

the transmission lines of the organization. Rigid structural lines
should be made more fluid. CenAll of this is not intended to atasking those in charge to transfer tralized and proceduralized auministrative buildings are filled tack these people. Their helpfulwith people who appear to be quite ness was greatly appreciated. It their vacant space here to WLU, thority should be made more open
aimlessly wandering about. As far was surprising to me, however, thereby adding a few floors on to to innovation and delegated in
as I could tell, motion is the key. that they could so easily give me the CTB ending the need for our, greater amounts to all those actually involved in programme operaBy walking or moving from place their time. Do they operate under portable madness.
tion. The feeling of purposiveness
to place, one gives the impression no time constraints at all? No
It would seem to me that an orshould be passed around —the elecof doing something, while in truth pressures? Is the organization so ganization, if it is to be truly effecone is actually doing nothing. bulky and static that duties, or tive and efficient, should possess tricity increased.
Perhaps such approaches will
Further, by constantly marching it commitments can be completely an electric charge, a kind of connot work—perhaps others are reis highly likely that one avoids any ignored for long periods each day tinuous fever pitch. Goals and purquired. The point is, however, that
and all work that might inadverwithout causing the slightest dis- poses should be explained and acin a system as complicated and
tently stumble into one's pre- ruption?
tively sought at all levels. An employee, moving through the halls, inter-related as ours, the role of
scribed station.
As I munched my lunch in some
ofthis
is
not
written
with
All
in- entirely forgettable cafeteria, I felt should feel the urge to run, not government cannot Conceivably be
so much because he fears the lash reduced. The massive structure of
tended malice. The bureaucrats my great faith in government slipwith whom I spoke were ex- ping slightly. The damning words of his superior, but rather be- government is inevitable and as
tremely helpful; indeed, they were of the most vociferous critics of cause he is excited about his job such, ways must be found to make
more helpful than I could ever the federal bureaucracy kept and eager to get on with his work. it work more effectively and more
efficiently. Perhaps if efficiency
Critics of the federal bureauchave imagined possible.
bouncing about in my head. The racy take aim at its static nature, and effectiveness is increased
For instance, a gentleman who transition from textbook and ideal its inefficiency, and its general some shrinkage in size may be
as far as I could discern, is fairly bureaucracy to the reality of the
Upon observation possible. The shrinkage, however,
highly placed in the structure of a two and one half hour lunch and aimlessness.
there appears to bcno doubt that if it is to be useful must be procertain agency spent almost an the hall-walker phenomenon is the federal bureaucracy does manceeded by positive reforms. A bethour with me first thing in the somewhat shattering. I had moved ifest these characteristics to an ter government is not a disrupted
from the organizational top to the alarming degree. The critics sugmorning. I had arrived unanor crippled government.
nounced with no formal appointorganizational bottom of this gestion, however, that these probObviously, there is a need forrement, yet it was no problem for agency and only once, at the top, lems can be solved by an exercise form and, again, obviously such
him to devote an hour to me. I did I vaguely detect a sense of in slash and castigate is somewhat reform should be undertaken soon.
doubt very much that a man of commitment or purpose—a kind of misguided. Such action would only The simplistic slash and castigate
equal rank in a private corporation excitement.
increase bureaucratic intransig- solution offered by many critics
would have had sufficient freedom
ence, forcing a closing ofranks de- and politicians will only increase
Little things threw me—seeand free time to devote an hour of ing two men in the same office signed to protect the status quo by not alleviate problems. It is a time
a working day to an unannounced with rank clearly discernible by making it inaccessible and mysfor positive and realistic action.
visitor.
The problems willnot be solved by
the size and shape of their desks terious.
Moving from this gentleman to and by the clutter of office
Instead an all-out attempt senseless attempts to exercise the
two lower placed bureaucrats, I paraphenalia
scattered
about should be made to considerably organizational flesh in which they
>
consumed their time for the rest of them.
raise the voltage running through exist.
disruption.

Everywhere I went there was an
empty, office available to accommodate me. I seriously considered

Campus Concern

Running mate tactics: more harm than help

by Jim Fischer
Having returned from reading
week, we suddenly realize that
there really is a campaign of some
sort going on. Maybe so, but if you
are an Arts student looking around
the campus for posters advertising

names for the nine openings 4or
Arts representatives on the
WLUSU Board of Directors,
forget it. You won't find one. Not
that anybody isn't interested in the
job, mind you. There were nine
people interested in the job. Had
there been ten there would have
been a competition. Scores of
posters would have been added in
the ruthless attempt to gain a coveted seat on the board. Oh well,
perhaps we are fortunate in one
way. We won't have to journey
down to the concourse on Thursday to check off our nine preferred
candidates on the ballot.
Not so fortunate. Such a journey
would have at least resulted in the
election of nine people who are
truly representative because they
had been selected by their peers.
Instead, Arts students have no real
representatives, since those directors never were elected. The
whole process reeks of the old
SAClamations that used to take
place around here rather regularly.
The introduction of a name change
to WLUSU evidently has not
changed the situation any except
we can no longer have a play on
words.

The smell seems to get worse
when we realize that only a couple
of those acclaimed have had any
real experience on the board before. Whew!
But let's not be too fast to condemn those acclaimed. They have
yet to prove themselves. Despite
the unfortunate circumstances of
their coming to office,-there is undoubtedly some merit to be found
among the new faces on the board.
They have the position they
sought. Now all they have to do is
show us what they are capable of
doing.
Hopefully they will receive some

the
new
motivation
from
president. At least we are assured
they he will be elected. A campaign has been undertaken all
week by three candidates who
have made themselves relatively
wellknown. When considering the
lack of experience of the new
board members, the most important quality of the new leader will
be experience. The most preferable man should have a broad range
of experience in student government activities. It is a must. Current candidates have tried to present themselves as experienced.
Some have been able to do this
much better than others. This
campaign has had a couple of
peculiarities (no reference to the
candidates) which have worked to
make the race the effective campaign it should be.
One of the most promising aspects of the campaign is the duality
of the race. A couple of presidential candidates have been running
with favoured vice-presidential
candidates. Its not the first time
this has been tried here, but the
implications of this type of campaign are significant. Brian Sutherland and Wayne Farrow have both
decided to campaign this way,
alongside their respective running

mates Pete Peterson and Bob who is running with him. Rather Scott than for the other serious
candidates. He has not closed his
Wolfe. One might think that teamthan cast a vote that would contrioptions yet, nor has he limited the
ing up is the means of winning the bute to the break up of a supelection. However, past elections posedly effective team, he doesn't options available to the voter.
at WLU do not give much support vote for either. It seems to be a This, combined with his wide
logical thing to do. If a candidate range of experience in many areas
for this proposal.
chooses
who he wants to work of university affairs and the manIt's rather unfortunate. Sutherwith,
before
the election, there are ner with which he has presented
land has some of the valuable exto
going
be
doubts in the voters himself to the students has worked
perience that is necessary for the
mind
as
to
how
that candidate to put him in the forefront of the
president to have. He has would get along well
with someone who campaign.
served on the board of directors has
At any rate, the outcome of this
beaten his running mate.
himself, and did a great job, for the
election
will be decisive for us all.
that he wouldn't
most part, of organizing the winter Chances are high
many students have had deget along very well at all.
Not
carnival activities of a few weeks
Thus those who have chosen termined opinions as to the outago. Perhaps he could do just as
Nobody is certain yet. All
partners early leave students come.
their
good ajob in the president's office.
serious
candidates have presented
But he has chosen to run with doubtful as to whether those canfairly well. Speculation
themselves
be
effective
leaders.
Peterson as a running mate. For didates could
but still no one seems to
continues,
Sutherland and Farrow, who have
Those who campaign individu- have a sound judgement made as
chosen the same course, it could ally present a more flexible characto whom the champion of this anbe a poor decision.
ter sketch of someone who is capnual duel will be. Only after the
of working with whomever ballot booth closes today at three
Campaigns undertaken with a able students
popularly elect.
the
o'clock and the votes are counted
running mate leave the student
Perhaps this is one of the will we see who'has presented
voter in a dilemma. He may like
the presidential candidate but dis- reasons students seem to be offer- themselves as the better prospect
like the vice-presidential candidate ing a little more support for Larry for a president.
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Birthright offers an

alternative to abortion for women with

a problem—pregnancy—toy offer-

ing free pregnancy test, housing,
legal aid, medical aid, maternity
and baby clothing.
Completely confidential

BIRTHRIGHT
50 Church St. Kit 579-3990
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The 0.M.8. is pleased
to announce the engagement
Mr. Thomas Pippy to
Miss Linda WVorris
February 14, 1976
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j Arandas.
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HELP—74S-1166

WE CARE
Crisis intervention and con- f
fidential listening to any
problem. Weeknights six
pm to 12 midnight, Friday
five pm to Monday one am.

Margarita
IVioz. Arandas Tequila
1 oz.Triple Sec
Juice of V2lime or lemon

■

For Sale—l974 VEGA in
GOOD condition and certified. Phone 884-9385 or
576-8448.
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TITAN
WESTBOUND

MON-THURS 9pm-lam
FRI, SAT B:3opm-lam
SAT, MATINEE 2:30-s:3opm

Mix in a blentler or shaker with
crushed ice and strain into a chilled
glass that has had the rim moistened
with fruit rind and dipped in salt.

Arandas
Tequila.
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The Mixable Mexicano.
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APPLICATIONS FOR DAC 1976-1977
ARE OPEN
FROM 8:30 A.M. THURS.. FEBRUARY 12
to 4:00 P.M. THURSDAY, MARCH 11.
APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED IN
WRITING TO THE CHAIRMAN OF DAC, c/o OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS.
FOR FUTHER INFORMATION CALL
GREG FISHER
885-0880
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All Grad "76" students are to meet in room IEI, Wednesday, March
3rd
\ at 10:00 a.m. to nominate and elect a permanent Graduation Execu- w
tive. Please attend.
%
j
; For further information contact the Student Union Office, ext. 335. |c

It
Save this recipe and watch for others.

To get your Arandas Tequila recipe book write:
Arandas Recipes, Box E, 1201 Sherbrooke Street West,

Montreal
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family role cont.

cont'd, from page 3
Other priorities which emerged

from the discussion in this session
focussed on concerns about -the
problems of TV programming in
the south, family stereotypes, the
nature and quality of communications, the role of the regulating
bodies vis-a-vis the program content.
It was agreed that communication is basically an intermeshing of
personal needs, familial, and
communal matters as well as national sharing. "There is a tendency to lose sight of one another
and our technologies have become
overshadowed by large corporate
systems.'*
<
MEN AND WOMEN—get out of
'stereotypes'
Couples feel trapped and unhappy when stereotyped into a role
as provider or housekeeper. People want to cut loose from traditional roles because they are unhappy and at the same time they
are confused by our quickly changing society and by their changing
roles.
Participants in this session expressed concern about children
becoming "straightjacketed" by

traditional stereotypes and confused by changing lifestyles in
which an increasing number of
men stay home and care for the
family while women are out earning a living.
POLlTlCS—decision-making at
a community level
Serious legal problems surface
when alternative family styles are
pitted against government and institutional structures. There are
serious problems when considering these other family arrangements because they do not have
the same or equal validity as the
nuclear family unit.
Society, the state, laws, and the
church recognize and legitimize
the nuclear family and protect the
rights ofchildren and spouse in the
event of marriage breakdown.
It is not easy for the government
to grve the same status to alternative forms of family life. Until
there is government and institutional support for these alternative
families, children's rights are not
protected. The state structure will
eventually change to meet the
needs of new developing families
but they haven't yet and there is
some danger for children in these
situations.
The decision-making should be
put more on a community level
with citizens actively involved in
deciding their own future.
FOOD—campaign for good nutrition
There should be a reallocation
ofgovernment grants to support an
improved nutrition program for all
Canadians. There is a lack of information about what is good nutrition. It is not just a problem of
the poor.

Middle class people with enough
money are not making the right
choices of food for their families.

7

live their religion and practice the
ethics of Christian caring every

SEX—communication and un-

day.

Everyone has their own set of
values regarding the relational as-

One way to practice a religious
ethic is to make a commitment to
the people who are neighbours. A
friendly exchange between neighbours would make the community
AGlNG—more care in the coma better and more familial place in
which to live.
munity
The Church can be a very fulfilHow can administrators put a
litde "heart" into caring for resi- ling place: it can be a place to exdents in our senior citizens' press feelings of anger, frustration
homes? When there is a tendency and devotion. It is a family of peoto assume senior citizens cannot ple who should look after one
make their own decisions, they another and bolster each other.
often lose control over their own
LElSURE—downplay organized
lives.
, There is often too wide a split activities
There has to be a turnabout so
between senior citizens in instituthat we can enjoy leisure but first
tions and the community. Statisthe organized leisure has to be
tics show that 90 per cent of the downplayed. When you need
elderly remain in the community seven minutes of leisure time to
compared to 10 per cent who are relax from a hard day, you need it
cared for in institutions.
immediately, not at one specified
Suggestions were made for "sittime during the day.
ters" for the aged, guest homes for
Despite the concern for orthose confined with short term ill- ganized leisure and overwork it
nesses and day care facilities for was felt that our concept of leisure
seniors who need some attention. will not change for years because
These were cited as ways to keep of the social conditioning of our
more of our elderly in the comsociety.
munity.
Even if flexible hours allow
RELlGlON—making a commitmore leisure time, men and women
ment
would probably take a second job
Religion should not be restricted to meet their financial committo Sunday but rather people should ments.
As a result people are becoming
sick and we are having to pay out
millions of dollars into a medicare
system to cure them.

can't be communication and un-

derstanding

derstanding. The most important

thing for parents is to be open and
honest with their children when
pect of sex and love and these valtalking about values, sex and love.
ues are constantly undergoing This honesty and openness will in
change and growth. It is very clear itself communicate values to chilthe values of our children are dif- dren and there will always be an
ferent from ours.
open line of communication betBecause people hold different ween family members, and the
views, this doesn't mean there family unit will be strengthened.

You want to change
the system. ■■■
Ws^gHk

But you don'tthink you

Bt ~M
fically focused on the listener
and his needs. (What is the
n.
range of his hearing? Is he
capable of catching the lowest
§■
and highest notes? Or is he
limited to the middle range?)
''mMM,
Hitachi scientists mearific suddenly doesn't sound
so hot.
sured these individual listening
by testing over 5000
never
sounded
reactions
When you hear its brilliant
And what
behind
Hitachi's
sound
labs.
and look at its brilliant
sound,
way
people
the
sibilance
in
—like
Then, the results were mathe- price, you'll discover Lo-D is
the rhythm guitar —is now a
quite an achievement.
matically tabulated and converitable pain in the cochlea.
The kind of achievement
verted into a unique Sound
You're ready to upgrade.
that suddenly makes it easier
But your worry is that moving Design chart.
from stereo to true high fidelity
Called ESP for its investi- foryou to improve the system
you're living with now.
gationof Emotion, Sensation
is awfully expensive.
The kind of achievement
Well, it can be. But it
and Physical Characteristics,
was
that
has
made Hitachi a world
report
the
Hitachi
the
hi-fi
doesn't have to be.
leader
electronics.
in
Hitachi has justbrought a genesis of Lo-D.
'
new line of equipment into
_^^^s?'*!«*«i_
Canada.
Good-looking, contem__fc___*»**_.
J f JWB
porary, high quality, high
The system in question is
your present stereo.
What's happened is that
you've developed a more discriminating ear.
What once sounded ter-

M^m\

_________!

*

With specs you'd expect to
find at a much higher price.
The name of this new line
is Lo-D, the result of over
three years research that speci-

***
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!___
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w
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Monster?
The famous Loch Ness monster; well known in Scotland's folklore, will be discussed in Waterloo,

Feb.

23 by

Dr.

Chris

McGowan, associate curator at the
Royal Ontario Museum and expert

on prehistoric vertebrates.
The free public lecture, sponsored by the continuing education
office of Wilfrid Laurier University, will be held at Bpm at St.
Michael's Church Parish Hall,
University Avenue, Waterloo, opposite the WLU arts building.
Dr. McGowan, who has done
extensive research on the Loch
Ness monster, will show slides and
review recent evidence that may
prove the monster's existence.
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Natives protest arrest
EDMONTON (CUP)—An Alberta
Human Rights and Civil Liberties
Association spokesperson has accused the RCMP of violating every
section of the Bill of Rights in the
treatment of two Native activists
here.
A defense committee including
members of the Alberta Human
Rights and Civil Liberties Association is presently working on research into Native treaties to aid in
the Blackhorse defense.
According to the lawyers, Blackhorse was arrested with two
other men, Leonard Pelletier and
Ron Janvier, on February 6. Pelletier and Blackhorse are members
ofthe American Indian Movement
(AIM) wanted in the US by the
FBI.

The three were apparently kept
overnight in Hinton, near where
they were arrested.
Blackhorse and Janvier claim

they had not been allowed to make
telephone calls to contact a
lawyer, nor were they advised of
their rights. Blackhorse claims he
was detained without clothing and
had not been allowed to smoke.
GET YOUR BACHELOR

IN

On February 7, after callsfrom a
news reporter, the law firm or"
Wright, Chivers, Worton, Pollock,
and Mcßean were called in.
Lawyer Barry Chivers later said
there were "unusual security
measures' surrounding the case.
Pelletier was then sent to Vancouver.
A local AIM member -says he
was told by an RCMP officer that
no Indians would be allowed to see
Blackhorse, but discovered that
Pelletier had been allowed visitors
in Vancouver.
Although a report in the Edmonton Journal, stated that the US
government was expected to start
extradition procedures to have Pelletier and Blackhorse handed over
on charges in the US, Blackhorse
appeared February 9 before a department of immigration inquiry 1
on charges that he had overstayed
the three month period allowed to
visitors-in Canada.
It now appears that Blackhorse
was arrrested without a warrant.
The immigration charges apparently only arose after he had beeri
interrogated in Edmonton, and had

OF EDUCATION DEGREE

NORTHERN

ONTARIO

If you like the thought of clean, fresh air, excellent
skiing five minutes from campus, clear unpolluted lakes
and rivers and a campus containing fifteen miles of
hiking trails, then Nipissing University College is the
place for you.
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Extradition'is a much more

stringent process. In order to extradite a person a foreign government must establish a prima facie
case—that is—they must convince

a Canadian Court that the charges
are justified by submitting the
same kind of evidence that would
be presented at preliminary hear-

ings.

Deportation is much less subject
to public scrutiny and can take a
matter of a few days. The person
being deported does not have to
know the charges against them
until the actual hearing.
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Be a different kind
of company manager.
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presents

DEVOTION

The kind of company we're talking about could
be a Combat Group. You could be leading Infantry,
Armoured and Artillery units. Co-ordinating the actions
It takes intelligence, guts and a cool head to

Tonight and Friday

With us you can put your knowledge to

Next Week (Wed-Fri)—

good use.

GARFIELD BAND
THURSDAY IS SINGLES NIGHT
FREE

— LADIES

An Officer's job is a far superior alternative to
most office jobs.
If you want to know more about our companies
send this coupon.
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Asked why Blackhorse was subject to deportation rather than extradition,'Chivers said he felt it
was simply a matter of experience
rather than proper procedure.

i

If you have a minimum A average on completion of your
undergraduate programme, we have a guaranteed tuition
scholarship of $600.00 for you if you apply by April 23,
1976. Applications for scholarships received after this
date Will be considered, but not guaranteed.
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people.
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School.

,

nothing to do with the charges
from the US.
The immigration hearing has
been adjourned until February 25
when his lawyers say they must
proceed with charges concerning
Native rights in North America.
Under the 1974 Jay Treaty, Native people have the long standing
right to cross the border freely.
Chivers argues that neither Canadian nor US immigration officers
have any jurisdiction over Native

'

If you have completed your Bachelor's degree, we can
offer you a one-year course >vhich will give you the
B.Ed, degree and Elementary School Teacher's Certificate, valid up to and including Year 2 of Secondary

tolce
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Women still underpaid
OTTAWA (CUP)—The federal
government spent a lot of money
last year on "glib advertising camfor
International
paigns"
Women's Year, but did almost nothing to remove the gap between
what women and men paid for
doing the same job, NDP leader
Ed Broadbent charged February 5.
He called the provision in the
Anti-Inflation Act ."laudible"
which allows pay increases
beyond the guidelines "to eliminate sex discrimination in pay
practices" but condemned the
government for failing to publicize
this provision or take steps to implement it.
Speaking in the House of Commons, Broadbent cited Department of Labour figures which
show that "instead ofthe gap between women's and men's income
narrowing in the past decade it has
widened."
The average income of the 2
million women in the labour force
is now 60 per cent of what is paid
to a man doing the same job he
said, pointing out that the gap is
wider now than in the mid 19605.
The special provision in the
Anti-Inflation Act allowing for
women to catch up to men was
good, he said, "but it would have
been more laudible if the government had followed up once again
with something more than the
permissive phrase that is in the

legislation" and had taken
"implement seriously that possibility which it leaves open to emp-

steps to

loyers."
He suggested the government
embark on an advertising campaign to inform employers of this
possibility and their "moral obligation" to" pay men and women
equally.
The federal government could
also "persuade, cajole or coerce in
some way the provinces to take direct steps to implement on a man-

V

WESTMOUNT PLACE\
PHARMACY HAS THINGS TO
MAKE YOU BEAUTIFUL
Dearie!

I|

J|

datory basis this permissive clause
in the anti-inflation program", he

said.
Finance Minister Donald Macdonald replied by pointing out that
the federal government cannot
"impose its views" on the provinces, but that it hopes the permissive clause in the legislation
will "help in the resolution of
male-female pay differentials". He
concluded "we are confident that
with these actions the general situation will continue to improve."

X* pharmacy

west mount place
578-8800

-

MON—SAT 9 am 10 prr,
SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am 9 pm
BLUE CROSS AND GREEN SHIELD

I
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PLANS

DELIVERY AT NO CHARGE TO YOU

Protest
VANCOUVER

(CUP)—Student

unions across British Columbia united to support a province wide
boycott of classes February 13 to
protest car insurance rate increases imposed by the Social
Credit government.
At least three B.C. postsecondary institutions have joined
the University of 8.C.., student
council calling for a one day strike
and others are holding emergency
meetings to decide whether to follow the ÜBC lead.
The strike call at ÜBC came
February 4 as part of a wave of
protests that have occured since
the Socred government announced
it would raise Insurance Corporation of B.C. (ICBC) premiums by
up to 300 percent.
The strike is planned to coincide
with a B.C. Federation of Labour
rally February 13 at the provincial
legislature in Victoria.
B.C. Student Federation staffer
Lorna Philipzig said February 9
she expects at least 2000 students
to attend the rally.
And Linda Severy, acting president of the Simon Fraser University Student Union said February 9
about 500 SFU students will travel
to the rally against the ICBC'rate
increases which are highest for
male drivers less than 25 years old.
Severy said the SFU student
council sent a memo to the
university's department heads
February 5 asking them to cancel
classes February 13 so students
could attend the rally.
But, she added, the boycott of
classes will go ahead whether the
department heads cancel classes
or not.
A total of 11 B .C. student unions
voted February 7 and 8 to ask their
students to support the one day
boycott ofclasses. The student unions were together for a BCST
Vancouver's
at
conference
Capilano College.

unions at SFU,
and Douglas ColCollege
Capilano
lege have already passed motions
asking students to support the
boycott and the others are holding
emergency meetings before February 13.
Student
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Larry Scott
Today, all of you have an impor- ition to the Board of Directors of
tant choice to make. This choice is WLUSU.
Once the positions on WLUSU
between the three Presidential
candidates. It is an important are filled, the President must lead
choice.
these people to do your wishes.
The person you select as Your wishes-not theirs. In the
WLUSU President is the person past it has been the other way
who will be responsible for the around.
In the past it has been an unwritone-quarter of a million dollars
you all pay to WLUSU in student ten law that WLUSU must make a
activity fees. It is your money at profit. This year that profit is
$25,000, but that profit money is
stake.
out of your pocket.
The job of WLUSU President is
This "profit philosophy" dica demanding task, but is one that I
tates that although you pay $25 in
am willing to do and I want to do.
student activity fees you must still
The new WLUSU President must
be charged for every event and
be ready to step in tomorrow and
service. For example, when
go right to work for you. You, the WLUSU "sponsors" a week of
student body, cannot afford to special
events
(Orientation,
have the WLUSU President learn Winter Carnival) they charge you
his job on the job. With my past to get in. WLUSU hires $75 worth
experience in .student government of entertainment in the Turret on
I am confident that I can im- Fridays and they charge you to get
mediately begin to work for you. in. I think that's wrong. It is not
There is much to do.
necessary to charge for every thing
The first is to select the other in order to make a huge profit. A
officers of WLUSU, ie. Treasurer surplus of only $5000 or maybe
etc. It appears that there are many $10,000 is adequate to cover any
interested in these various posi- rainy days but $25,000 is too
tions. As an independent candi- much. It is about time you finally
date, I will be able to judge fairly started getting your money's
each applicant in order to recom- worth and I want you to be sure
mend the best person for each pos- you do.

What is it you want in a Student
Union President? A man who has
the initiative and creativity to produce his own ideas? A man who
has the capability to see these
ideas fulfilled? And should this
man not have the rapport with tlie
students necessary to realize their
wants and needs? And is it not so
that these wants and needs will be
most effectively handled by a
leader whose previous experience
covers both the political and social
facets of the Student Union?
I am the only candidate running

Peter Peterson
Once again it's time for the student government elections, but
this year it is different; for the first
time, the student body is electing
officers to the WLUSU corporation. Since we have incorporated,
we have gained many advantages

such as allowing us to enter into pie, a band that cancels its enand enforce binding contracts, rec- gagement, outside the limits of
ognition of WL USU as a legal en- their contract, could be sued for
tity and indemnification of the of- damages. The Operating Proceficers. These powers should be dures Agreement with the Univerused to enhance the campus life of sity would become binding, after
every WLU student. As an exam- renegotiation.
The student government is the
voice of the student body. When
matters such as the use of the Athletic Complex for writing exams,
or tuition increases and educational cutbacks occur, it concerns
us all. Through WL USU, the student body can voice its displeasure
and can attempt to rectify or modify the situation.
In the following year WLUSU
might have the opportunity to establish a Career Development
Centre. This institution would assist the student in planning and
making his future educational and
career decisions. I believe that the
benefits of such a program are immeasurable and, depending on the
costs of such an undertaking,
would like to see such an institution established.
I am entering my third year of
Honours Business Administration
and have served on the Board of
Directors of WLUSU as well as
the Planning Committee, Building
Committee, and was co-chairman
of Winter Carnival. Through my
term in WL USU and my courses, I
have been exposed to the practical
and theoretical aspects of administration.
I feel I have the experience and
abilities to fulfill the requirements
for the position of Vice-President:
Secretary. There are many things
that can or should be changed or
improved. The outcome of this
election will determine if these
changes occur.

/

tional
this,
ronment
spends
looked
both of
outside
should

Paul Muldoon
Paul Muldoon is running for
of
Vice-President:
Secretary
WLUSU, but he is not new to student politics of this university.
Paul Muldoon successfully won
earlier in the academic term to become a member of the WLU Senate for a two year term. Since

that time, he has seriously con·
cerned himself and researched into
tli.e needs and interests of the stu·
dent body. Being involved in the
political setting of the university,
he now feels there are definite
policies that should be im·
plemented, certain interests ob·

coninto
the stu~ed in the
niversity,
~e definite
I! be imerests ob-
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Wayne Farrow

for President who:
-has created and actualized a
new student activity ("HawkWalk").
-has been chairman of a major
student activity (Winter Carnival
'76)
-has had past as well as current
experience on the W.L.U.S.U.
Board of Directors
I sincerely hope you will give me
the opportunity to put this experience into action for the benefit of
the whole student body.
Brian "Suds" Sutherland

served and care given to some
needs. Muldoon feels though the
most efficient means to get his
platform actualized is to be elected
as the Vice-President: Secretary of
WLUSU.
Being Vice-President is a large,
demanding task, that needs dedication, personal interest and insight. It is not, as some observe, a
popularity contest. It is a responsibility that must be faced up to by
acute attention with the students'
interest and needs always in mind.
Wilfrid Laurier University today
is on the threshold of becoming
recognized as a prestigious educational institution. But to live up to
this, means to improve the environment in wJrich the student
spends much of his time must be
looked at. Education is composed
both of inside the classroom and
outside of it. Consequently, both
should be given much consideration in terms of money allocation
and improvement priority.
Too often people are criticizing
the students for being apathetic
and negative in feelings. But no
consideration is given to the people who have contributed to the
university, who have helped
WLU. This seems to be a key to
get the students involved.
All the students have the right to
be represented in SAC and in the
Senate, not just the select few who
voice the minority. It is about time
to get new blood into the student
administration of this school.
The university has been run like
a profit-oriented business often
conflicting with the students' interests. Perhaps one should reconsider our priorities and look for
someone who will fulfill what the
students want and need. Paul Muldoon will try, and with your mandate, this university will come
closer to reflecting what the students want. The students for ...
Paul Muldoon ... for the students.

Once again it is that time of the WLUSU, they would take an inyear when a new executive is terest in their own affairs. This
elected to WLUSU. This is necessitates the publishing of the
perhaps the only time that most minutes of all open sessions and
students awaken to the fact that making them available to the stuthis body exists. After the students dents. It also demonstrates the
have made their choice at the need to make public upcoming
polls, WLUSU is then forgotten meetings so that concerned stufor another year and the candi- dents may attend. Bob and I want
dates disappear into the. bureau- to know exactly what you expect
cracy. This pattern has been typical from your next government so that
in the past but doesn't have to be we can truly be a representative
the course of your next govern- body. Through our "open-door"
ment. I hope to rectify this situa- policy-we will be available to the
tion with the help of my friend and students so that we can give you
running-mate, Bob Wolfe, by what you want and not what we
building a strong and responsible think you want.
governing body.
Ambition is also a piece of this
An important ingredient of re- political pie. What good is a presisponsible government is coopera- dent that takes office and then sits
tion. Therefore the major require- on his abilities? An efficient presiment of a successful candidate is dent will not only delegate responhis ability to relate, not only with sibility among the board members
the members of the board, but the but will make certain that the tasks
faculty, administration, and the are fulfilled correctly. I am certain
student body. H~ must also be with the help of my V.P. that this
capable of compromise if it is
necessary"to ensure the efficiency will be a minor concern.
In conclusion, due to the fact
of the government. Bob and I are
running together as a team because that Bob and I are members of the
we believe that successful gov- Business and Arts faculties respecernment is not the result of any tively, you are getting the fairest
one individual effort but rather a representation possible. We are
determined to keep open recipcooperative one.
Another ingredient in the recipe rocal communication with student
for good government is communi- sentiment so as to construct the
cation. How can your faculty rep- best governmental effort possible
resentatives truly express student for you. Hopefully when you cast
sentiment when most people are your ballot your choice will be for
totally unaware of who their rep- a responsible government and
resentatives are? It is our belief your candidates will be Wayne
that if the students were better in- Farrow (President) and Bob Wolfe
formed about the activities of (Vice-President Secretary).

Bob Wolfe
Several people have asked me
why I am running as a candidate
for the position of Vice-President:

Secretary of WLUSU. It surely
isn't because of a wealth of experience in the past. Yet I believe ex-

perience is not a critical criteria in
measuring one's ability to hold the
office. I do have some limited experience as I am currently a
member of the Board of Directors
of WLUSU and have served on
the building committee. I repeat
however that this has no bearing
whatsoever on what constitutes a
qualified candidate.
I have a running mate in the person of Wayne Farrow who is seeking the Presidency. One might also
ask why we are running together
so with the following I will attempt
to explain this and my reasons for
running for election.
The success of any organization
hinges upon an open communication channel between those people
both directly and indirectly involved. Wayne and myself are in
the position of being good friends.
This sets the stage for wide open
communication and a high degree
of cooperation. Fortunately we
share the same views on what we
believe to be the primary function
and responsibility of the President
and Vice-President: Secretary of
WLUSU.
Our function is to carry on the
day to day business as well as to
institute the long-range projects of
the corporation in the best interests of you, the student body.
Our responsibility is to you, the
students. We are concerned with
what you want, not what we think
you want. This has been the down. fall of past governments. They institute actions and wait for the
feedback which often reflects dissatisfaction on the part of you, the
members of the corporation. We
plan to go to you first, thus making
the students responsible in part, to
themselves. This will be a reversal
of past practice.

Wayne and I represent both the
Arts and Business faculties respectively and have both established
close communication with several
people. This presents an ideal opportunity to search out the wishes
of the students and initiate corresponding action. We are very approachable and would sit down
with anyone to discuss his or her
concern. We are two ambitious
people and this coupled with
teamwork can give you the s.tudent
a truly representative executive
that will work for you, not for itself.
These reasons are precisely why
I am running for the office of
Vice-President: Secretary and why
I am running with Wayne Farrow.
You deserve the best and Wayne
and I believe we have the best to
offer.
Vote FARROW and WOLFE on
election day, February 26, 1976.
The following individuals were
acclaimed for these positions:
Arts representatives
Ted Paling
Steve Teperman
Rob Vanderheym
Magda Rigo
Bill McCullough
Dave Gilchrist
Robert Brinn
Ian Dantzer
One position is open for an Arts
rep.
Business Representatives
Larry Skoryk
Bill Stoneham
Bob Bell
Terry Smith
Jo Peters
No applications were received for
tbe position of Grad rep.
By-elections will follow for the
remaining vacancies.
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DR. G.A. GRANT
announces the opening of his office
for the practice of
Optometry
232 King St. N., Waterloo
(King & University)
for appointments phone 885-2574

T

PREGNANTH

YOUR REPRODUCTIVE LIFE
IS YOUR DECISION

FREE COUNSELLING
(NO EFFECT ON LOW MEDICAL FEE)

I
I

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
3 HOUR CLINIC STAY
CALL (313) 884-4000

'

DETROIT ABORTIONS
Members of Abortion Coalition of Michigan
A self-regulating group of abortion centres dedicated to
the practice of sound care in the field of abortipns.

"Love is Beautiful"

I1

"Carole will you marry me?"
The answer
was it yes or no?
Christ asks, Will you follow me?
Your answer, is it yes or no?

—

i

I
Rev. Eugene O'Reilly, C.S.S.R.

'

<

721 CoxweM Avenue Telephone (416) 466-9265 Toronto M4C 3C3

'.
'
.
'
.
Daniel Rodien Scholarship student*
Dedicated to becoming a marine biologist*
Will he make it?
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rush indicted on vicious auditory assault
by Ross MacDonald
Being forced to sit through a
Rush concert on a Saturday night
is no easy task. Not only did this

writer miss Bowling for Dollars,
but also the permanent loss of
hearing in his right ear. This is
their second
appearance at
W.L.U., the first one being a free
outdoor concert in 1973. The only
progress within this band has been
the progressive increases in their
ticket prices; the band itself has
merely moved from loud repetitive
rock to "louder" repetitive rock.
The Valentine's Day concert
was no exception. The T.A.
sounded like Toronto International Airport during "rush" hour
and the band itself did a poor impersonation of a Concord jet trying
to muffle its engines in a Sears
sound system.

Perhaps the only good thing

about the concert was that it
started on time. Geddy Lee, the
vocalist who also handles the bass
chores, started the show with a
shriek which would have been perfect in a Memorex tape commercial. Lee's voice sounds like a mixture ofLed Zep's Robert Plant and
a pygmy wearing a loin cloth with
a knot in it and this is perhaps the
weakest link in Jhe band. The band
launched into an assortment of
songs from their three albums but
the band's sound, which can only
be described as "noisy", made it
impossible to distinguish one song
from another. One number, "The
Necromancer", featured ten minutes of guitarist Alex Liefson
running his guitar pick up and
down the strings which created a
sound that Page and Hendrix were

using seven years ago. Other gim-

micks such as echo boxes and a
narrator
background
which
sounded like the Friendly Giant
had the highr school crowd pleading for more. And more they
played as they continued to assault
the crowd with repeated riffs
which would have made the dryers
at a laundromat sound good.
The best musician in the band is
obviously drummer Neal Peart.
Although he's no Carl Palmer,
Peart is probably one of the finest
drummers on the Canadian scene.
His unique style is the driving
force behind the band and seems
to be at times, a type of scapegoat
for the other two members.
The biggest problem with Rush
is that their style of music puts
them in the same bracket as many
other Canadian bands who are at-

tempting to make it "big". Al-

-

though they have recently found
some success, their musical future
seems limited to perhaps a
Greatest Hits album and being relegated to playing local bars .—However, if they would turn the
volume down, forget the gim-

Frank Zappa with a "disto" sound

Webster

and

the

keyboard player were dressed in
what appeared to be pajamas and

Webster's

various

contortions

- made it appear that he was several

cards short of a deck. They played
for what seemed like several hours
micks, and hire a competent as Webster was attempting to see
singer, they could perhaps branch how long and loud one person can
out into other areas. play three chords. Once again, the
only bright spot in the band was
The opening act, Max Webster, the drummer who was obviously at
if anything, made Rush's perfor- the wrong concert. One must also
mance
appear
spectacular. forgive those who applauded for
Webster's music can only be de- they know not what they clapped
scribed as a cheap imitation of for.

redouble

-

by Cameron French
Last week, while most students
were furiously reading, I too took
an evening oft to join some friends
of mine from Toronto for a bridge
match against the faculty team.
The faculty was superbly represented by Dr. Wang, Dean Vallillee, Dr. Stack and Dr. Rodrigo.
Myself and my friends were humilated to say the least. The faculty
showed no mercy.
This was one of the more interesting hands which occured late

of the few. Their accurate yet sim-

ple and natural bidding thoroughly
outclassed us. My congratulations
go out to the staff team. I know
that the next match will not be approached with the same attitude,
from my side at least. Yes, I
learned my lesson, I hope my next
one isn't nearly so mortifying. *
At the first table Greg, (I'm only
using first names to lessen the embarrassment)passed and Dr. Wang

in the North seat opened one
heart! After that horrendous opening, I for one can hardly blame
Dean Vallillee for blasting into the
hopeless 6C slam.
I to ended up in that hopeless
spot, but after a slightly different
auction. The auction had three
passes to me, so I, quietly, calmly
and madly opened 6C! Even I must
admit that this bid rates about a 3
on a scale of 20. I too was down,
so both teams come out even on
this board. Believe me, it was one

in the match.

Bd. No. 17
Dealer: W

Today's hand concerns another
endplay. Put yourself in Souths

shoes at this optimistic 6S contract.

To Be...

Tuesday March 2

I should add that it would take
good play to make this
contract, but excellent bidding to
not only
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Oh what a rushhh...

get there. East leads the HK,
South wins with the ace and immediately ruffs a heart (high). He
then plays a small spade to the
king and draws all the trumps.
Now he plays a club to the AC and
ruffs a club. South then leads the
last heart from the dummy and
trumps it in his hand. He then ruffs
his last club in the dummy. Now
South has eliminated both clubs
and hearts from both the North
and South hands. Now he is in the
dummy. He leads a small diamond
and puts in the DlO and gets set to
spread his hand. How?
Irrelevant of which card beats
the DlO, South, can claim as long
as West has the lead. West has this
choice. He may lead a club or a
heart in which case South will ruff
in the dummy and discard his HQ
on the same trick. His hand will
then be high as he has nothing but
trumps and the DA left. West's
other choice isn't enviable either.
He may lead a diamond away from
his king and into Souths D A, Q.
Observe the prerequisites for
the endplay. One must eliminate
two side suits from both north and
south hands. Then the correct
hand must be thrown into lead.
There could be no endplay on East
or the hand.

—Public Information Night on
Income Tax: Mrs. Crayman of
the Kitchener Income Tax Office will be present tonight at
7:30 p.m. to give an informal
discussion on 1975 Income Tax
Returns and to answer any
questions about problems.
Kitchener Library.
Thursday March 4
—Drama Committee ofthe Cultural Affairs Committee is
sponsoring Two Drama Events
by the Paculi Ludique Societas,
a Medieval Drama Society,
specializing in historically acof
performances
curate
medieval and early Tudor
plays. There will be a Drama
Workshop at 3:30 p.m. in Room
2E5. The subject will be approaches to a text without stage
directions. Admission is free.
Thursday Feb. 26

—Canadian Author Luncheon — Mr. Orlo Miller,
author of "The Donnellys Must
Die", will be guest. Luncheon
available for 75 cents by reservation 24 hours ahead of time.
Kitchener Public Library.
—Gilbert and Sullivan: A three
part program will be held in the
Library Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. Madrigals from the operas
will be sung by the Renaissance
Singers. A quiz, featuring a
panel of experts and a singalong of the choruses will also
be held.

Friday Feb. 27
—Jr. A Hockey: Kitchener
Rangers vs. Sault Ste. Marie
Greyhounds 8:00 p.m. at

Kitchener Auditorium..
Saturday Feb. 28
—Films for Children: Films for
children 7 to 12 years old, presented by the Kitchener Parks
and Recreation Department at 1
p.m. in the Kitchener Library
Auditorium. This week, "Mr.
Magoo at Sea". Admission 35
cents.

iSunday Feb. 29
Day:
County
—Waterloo
Kitchener Library celebrates
our local heritage. Revisit days
of old in a multi-media produc-

tion of slides, music, paintings,
and films. Displays courtesy of
the Doon Pioneer Village. The
program will be continuous
from 1:30 to 5 p.m. Refreshments will be served.
Monday March 1

—Mordechai Shalev, Israel
Ambassador to Canada, will
lecture at Beth Jacob Centre,
161 Stirling Aye., Kitchener.
There will be a chartered bus
leaving from U of W south
campus entrance near the book
store. Admission and transit are
free.
—Jazz and Blues Club: "The
Blues from then 'til now—A
panorama ofblues records", by
Jeff Weller. Program will be
held at 8:00 p.m. at Kitchener
Library.

.
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DISC:
Dylan is steady

Coronet

beautiful and honest songs that get
right inside the realities we all
must face. In particular in the song
"Oh Sister" Dylan sings about the

oldest theme, the need of love. But
not just maternal love, not just
sexual love, a love that is total; a
love that is a completion of the
self.

Nri-/ Motor Hotel «_»
Victoria St. N. - 744-3511
NO JEANS PLEASE
871

But to go on talking about this
Dylan has not always been record is foolish, after each playEvery now and then an album noted for doing the best arrange- ing it remains "mysterious and
comes along that makes all the ments of his songs but this album dark" though always revealing
waiting worthwhile. Desire, Bob is an exception. Helped out by something new. Perhaps the music
Dylan's new album does just that. people like Emmylou Harris and can not be totally explained. The
The record is more proof that Scarlet Rivera the performance is best idea is to just sit and simply
Dylan is always growing and therealmost as interesting as the songs absorb the power, feel the sentifore always keeping the public's themselves. While Ms. Harris' ments, and come to understand the
interest in his art at a peak.
beautifully sensitive country voice record. To try to pin down the reExploding in an orgasm of is singing harmony, Scarlet Rivera cord to restrictive narrow descripwords and music the record begins is using her violin to play a variety tions is not at all fair to the songs.
with the song "Hurricane Carter". of different sounds. Ms. Rivera
Dylan spits out the song in hard plays screaming tones on "Isis"
hitting poetics moving from "pisthen bitter sweet subtle notes on
tol shots" to "pools of blood" to "Oh Sister" then even a happy
"red lights flashing in the hot New fiddle on "Mozambique".
Jersey night". With the help of JaThe album is a collection of
ques Levy, Dylan has created a
rhythmic pattern that makes all the short stories in verse, each story
songs incredibly powerful. Dylan giving insight into the passions,
uses his music to grab on to each pains, fears, and lies oflife. Dylan
lyric and punch out the songs in "unloads his head" through exwhat Allen Ginsberg describes as tremely clever arid witty plots. For
example one song "Romance in
"a long mad vowel".
Durango"
tells of an outlaw who is
Hurricane Carter is a middle shot running
away with his love;
weight boxer "who one time could
song "Black Diamond
another
have been champion of the Bay" is an incredible tale of
world", but he was convicted of gambling, and the volcanic demurder and given a life sentence.
ofan island. Dylan ends
Though the song is basically a plea struction
song by saying he heard the
the
for Mr. Carter's release, it is much story from "ole Cronkite on the
more than a simple protest song; it seven o'clock news".
is a comment on our ideal of justice and a description of the alienaIn my mind the most powerful
tion facing so many in our world. song on the album is "Isis", a wild
As Dylan says in "George Jack- tale about Dylan chasing after
son" his song from a few years "gold and diamonds" in "the deback:
vilishcold". But he ends up empty
"Sometimes J think this whole handed and running back to find
world
"Isis" just "to tell her he loves

Every Wednesday Is Singles Night

by Jim Knight

IN THE CROWN ROOM

Friday & Saturday

Hermits
Herman's
from England)
r (on tour

NEXT WEEK

.

Major Hoople's
Boarding House
r

7'

Is one big prison yard

Some of us are prisoners
The rest of us are guards"

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONSINCLUDING

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR

her".
Though Dylan sings some absurd stories he also sings some
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Warner Bros QA Warner Communications Company

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 2 SHOWINGS 6:OOPM &
9:3OPM
* SUNDAY TO THUR. ONE SHOWING AT 8:00PM
MATINEE SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT 2PM
FREE PASS LIST & SENIOR CITIZENS CARD
SUSPENDED FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT
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SPORTS

B-ball

But

Hawks
Finish

Lose

Heartbreaker

First

Tuesday

THE ART OF SHOOTING A BASKETBALL: Hawk Chuck Chambliss far outjbmps all
McMaster defenders last Wednesday night to score an easy two points. Saturday
Chambliss completed a super season with 34 points against Western, giving him a

new OUAA single season scoring record. Unfortunately the Hawks lost in sudden
death to Windsor Tuesday and now join the football and hockey teams on the
sidelines.

aceman pic

Hawks grab first but ousted in sudden death
by Rick Campbell

With a whirlwind stretch drive
which saw them win seven of their
last eight games the basketball
Hawks found themselves at the
top of the heap at the end of the
OUAA Western Division season.
Unfortunately they fell victim to
pinpoint accuracy from Windsor
Lancer shooters in sudden death
semi-final action Tuesday night
108-98,
and
were defeated
eliminating our school from further
competition.

It was a disappointing ending to
a year which saw the rebirth of the
Hawks as a cage power in OUAA
basketball circles.
WLU defeated Western 119-73
Saturday night to do our part in
remaining in the hunt for first
place. But we were not officially
confirmed league champions until
Sunday afternoon when previously
winless McMaster ended their season by upsetting the Lancers 91-90
in Hamilton.
Had Windsor won that game
they would have finished first. But
by losing they fell to fourth place
at 7-5 behind WLU, Waterloo and

Guelph.

A complicated

point

spread system was used to assign

final positions of the three teams
deadlocked at the top.
Our school zoomed to
with wins over McMaster and
Western on reading week, losing
only to Windsor in the border city.
However, the trouncing the
Hawks took in Windsor was obviously a foreshadowing of bad
things to come, as our loss Tuesday would indicate.
When the Lancers invaded the
complex they came amply prepared to do battle. With incredible
shotmaking Windsor poured in
hoops from all over the floor, establishing a baffling 71% stat from
the field. To add to their woes,
Hawks fell into continual foul
trouble and the Lancers were more
than willing to increase their totals
with bonuses from the charity
stripe.
Supported by a large and boisterous crowd, the Hawks started
offwell and led 23-20 at the end of
the first quarter. Even with their
edge though, WLU committed
numerous mental errors which re-

ing. Crestfallen, he left the floor to Notes: Two Hawks were picked to
suited in missed shots and turnovers.
a standing ovation from the fans the OUAA Western Division first
These lapses caught up with our who greatly appreciated his dilig- team all-star squad. Chambliss
team in the second period as ent work this year. Chambliss set a naturally was selected and Mark
Windsor inched ahead and led by single season individual scoring Christensen also found his way to
seven at the half 55-48.
record of 360 points with his 34 the dream team. No other Hawks
An indication of the bench point effort against Western placed on either first or second
strength of the Lancers was witSaturday.
team, but PJ Cleary and Gary
nessed in their platooning system,
Hawks valiantiy tried to come Schwartz were definitely worthy
inserting four or five fresh troops back late in the game but candidates, being over-looked
into the lineup at interspaced time Windsor's uncanny swishing de- amidst the plethora of talent showout intervals. At no time did the moralized our squad right to the cased in tne Western Division this
season.
Lancers appear to be weakened by final buzzer.
employing this strategy.
WLU led only once more in the
second half. Chuck Chambliss
OUAA BASKETBALL
took advantage of a Jate foul to
finesse a four point play, giving
WESTERN DIVISION FINAL STANDINGS
our team a 72-69 lead.
However, we failed to. move in
GP
W
F
A
TP
L_
with the killer instinct that has
made our squad so successful this
Laurier
12
8
h 1120 1032
16
season, and Windsor responded
Waterloo
8
1016
16
12
k
920
with nine straight points.
8
Guelph
12
16
k
Another major factor in our
960 912
)k
downfall was the foul trouble
Wi ndsor
12
1049
7
5
1005
which forced Coach Don Smith to
Brock
1026
12
10
7
5
1052
replace Gary Schwartz and
Western
12>
868
10
5
991
7
Chambliss for much of the second
McMaster
12
1
11
926 1053
2
half.
Chambliss eventually fouled out
with about three minutes remain-

Complex Corner

Insight Out
I've got a bit of gambling blood in me.
It only follows naturally then that one of my favourite sports is
horse racing.
Yeh, I've been to all the famous tracks in the area, Greenwood,
Woodbine, Garden City, Mohawk, Flamboro. I've also been to some
of the not so famous ones too, Elmira, Orangeville, Western Fair.
But I didn't know until just the other day that WLU had it's own
horse track, the WLU Raceway.
The people running the track (they've been in operation for years),
have asked me to tell you that they've got some brilliant cards lined
up this year, including many stakes races.
Already they have had the "Student Director" Stakes, which drew
a large field and was divided into two divisions, Arts and Business.
But the biggest races of the year are being held today, the "El
Presidente Stakes" and the "V.P. Invitational Handicap". In recent
years these classics have drawn very small fields, but this campaign
the. action appears to be fast and furious, with numerous entries.
Assistant sports editor Dieter Ankromowitz will be covering the
event for this section and he dropped by the other day with the form
charts for3ll eligibles.
Good luck, and may the best horses win.

HORSE

ODDS

1. Larry Scott

9-5

COMMENTS
big heart for a relatively
small horse, is backed by

Wayne

Farrow

well known on this circuit
loves the wintery weather
and could go wire to wire
on best effort

2-I

3-I

Also Eligible: Fidel Castro, Gerry

Late Scratches: Warren Howard, Sam Wagar

SEVENTH RACE, DISTANCE ONE YEAR AND ONE FURLONG, PURSE 5350 ADDED
"THE V.P. INVITATIONAL HANDICAP"
HORSF

ODDS

1. Pete Peterson

5-2

soTd colt, usually runs as
ent'"v with stablemuie but
could easily win on own

2. Bob Wolfe

3-I

able veteran tries his luck
in invitation class, is very
well suited for this distance

3. Paul Muldoon

9-2

good performer on off track

COMMENTS

Women's
Curling
The women's curling team,
skipped by Barb Biggs, fared surprisingly well in their curling action this year. The schedule
started off in Guelph January 31
and February 1, pitting WLU

against the Western Division
rinks. The team defeated Western
10-5 but lost out to Guelph, Windsor and Waterloo, 14-1, 8-7 and
15-1 respectively.
The following weekend play resumed at the Gait Country Club in
combined East and West Divisional" play. Our rink headed into
this weekend notably last, but
shocked everyone and defeated
Queen's, Toronto, Trent, and
McGill by scores of 8-3, 8-5, 20-2,
and 5-4. This gave us a berth in the
OWIAA Curling Championships
being held in London February 13
and 14.
The action in London was
played as a Double Knockout. The
WLU rink lost both oftheir games,
11-4 to Guelph and 9-4 to Queen's
but nevertheless remained in
fourth spot in Ontario behind
Queen's, Guelph and Waterioo.
The members ofthe women's curling team are: skip Barb (Lungs)
Biggs, vice Leslie (Winnie)
McConnell, second Linda (Buns)
Sanders, and lead Ina (Fats) San-

respectively.

Pleasure, Nelson Rock-

I

der. Lastly the team would like to
thank their super coach Ruth
Cruise for her immense patience,
coaching ability and sense of
humour which kept the team in
"high spirits."

Squash
Last weekend five WLU students wentto Western to represent
our school in the OUAA varsity
squash tournament. They did not
fare well statistically but several
very encouraging performances
were turned in. Credit goes to
team members Perri Desai, Barry

Goman,

Tom

Dietrich,

Wakutz, and Dave Hurley.

Bob

Swimming
The OUAA swimming and diving championships were held here

at WLU last weekend. The two
day event was switched from the
University of Ottawa because of
the PC convention.
As expected the University of
Toronto dominated, winning
seven of the nine swimming events.
However, our swim team turned in
one of their finest performances
ever in the OUAA's. Also, one of
our divers, John Unger, qualified
for the finals of the one meter diving competition and made an excellent showing in both the one
and three meter events.

Lucas go against defending champion Carmen Buonaccolto.

Team Squash
It is imperative that team squash
matches be finished up by the end
of February so let's get moving on
any games still to-be played.

Men's Basketball

Intramural Banquet

Team 3 is all alone at the.iop in
A Division with four wins in as
many starts. Two teams in Division B are tied for first. Team 11
and Team 15 each have the same
4-0 mark. Last week's results are

The Intramural Banquet will be
held in the Theatre Auditorium on
Monday March 29. Tickets will be
sold the same way as last year,
through the athletic complex. Intramural champions get first crack
at buying them. The $1 ticket entitles the holder to dinner plus two
beers.
Purchase dates for these tickets
will be announced in early March.
A new feature at the banquet will
be the handing out of Golden
Hawk Intramural medals to all

below.

Tournaments

Squash

Women's
Tourney

The entry deadline for the
women's squash tournament is
next Wednesday, March 3. Play
will begin on Monday March 8.

champions.

Men's Badminton
Entries close for the men's
badminton tourney at the end of
this week. Play will be on Wednesday March 3 from 1-4 p.m.

BASKETBALL RESULTS

Co-ed Badminton

Willi so Pals
LH Di-ons

20
12

Zetts

Social Work

Rican

39
31

Posenburg

NaTs
LH Convoy

53
46

Peebles
16
Carey
10

D DIVISION
58 Woolfrcy
39 Kreisz

LH Underdogs

Trojans

Tomorrow is also the entry
deadline for co-ed badminton, and
tournament, action will take place
on March 4, next Thursday, from

15
21
1

Stonehouse

4

10

-

55 Hewitt 14
LH Poland
Ml HUon A 2 2G Moore 10

1-4 p.m.

One on One

A DIVISION
Sr Arts

The finals of the men's one on
one basketball tournament will
feature Jim Malcolm against Fred
Brown.

Selects

Geography

Dicks Dorks
Da Dirties

-

Sr Arts Ghosts

LH Boosters

Snooker

Faculty
Business

The snooker tournament is also
down to the finals, and will see Jon

'''

0 Walter 19
39 Ma I lender

r

37 Dimhoff
33 Robulet
44

20
b0

2?

Robinson
Wendler

14

10
Id
19

0

Dollefer 28
Dow ling 10

Sr huij d>>- -viiws. 41 Kincaid
Sitko's Arts II
38 Parizeau

10
10

Tamiae squad hits Kingston

but has yet to prove himself
on local strip

•
Varsity recap

In playoff action in women's
basketball, Conrad D3W has advanced to the final against Conrad
D2W.

Petroffs Pockets have jumped
into the lead after the opening
playoff round in Sunday night
bowling. Knight's Happy Hookers
are runnerup, 20 pins behind.
The high men's single in last
week's round belonged to PJ
Cleary with 214, high triple Rick
Chalupka 545, and high average
Julian Shumka with 160.
Ina Sander led all three women's
categories with 211, 467, and 140

Ford, Anyar Sudat, Kublai Khan

Also Eligible: G.I. Joe, Man from Glad, Foolish

The Senior Citizens clinched
first place the Wednesday before
reading week with a defaulted win
over the Blazers. The only game of
the afternoon which was played
saw Senior Business hang on to
defeat the hard charging Beaver
Eaters 5-4 to remain a solid second
in the standings.
An interesting situation has arisen in intramural hockey circles.
After the completion of the
Business-Beaver Eater game a
heated discussion bordering of fisticuffs broke out in the winners
dressing room. Messrs. Sillberg

Bowling

outsider invades oval -with
proven class in own company
must influence bettors with
pre-race workouts

ipfel ler

Women's Basketball

of their^team.
When asked to comment on the
accusations, Campbell replied, "I
didn't know Coventry was even in
the 1959 World Cup." He then
broke into tears, being obviously
shaken.
Season action in intramural
hockey was wrapped up yesterday
and playoffs begin next week.

solid stable and has been
keepinp fairly high class
company this season

2. Brian Sutherland

Hockey

and McMahon, league convenors
and also members of the last-place
Arts II team, publicly railed sports
writer Rick Campbell for his biased
reporting and total lack of coverage

SIXTH RACE, DISTANCE ONE YEAR AND ONE FURLONG, PURSE 5550 ADDEO
"THE EL PRESIDENTE STAKES"

3.
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The regular season came to a
close in Tamiae hockey last Sunday night. But before the playoffs
commence this Sunday, a Tamiae
all-star squad heads to Kingston to
play in a business hockey tournament sponsored by that school.
The team, which leaves today,
will be looking for revenge from
last year's tournament, in which
Queen's was the only team to beat
our school.
Due to exam conflicts, the WLU
team has been burdened with a
rough schedule, to say the least,
which includes two opening games
on Friday morning. Most other
schools start action today.
The team has been practising
hard for six weeks to get in shape
for the tourney. It remains to be
seen what the other schools are
like, but because of greater all
round balance in the Tamiae
league this year, our team appears
to be much stronger than last
year's group which went to Windsor.
On the home front, Ecies became regular season champs last
week with a 5-2 victory over Bus
IV. Bus 111 clinched first place for
Ecies by surprising Bus I 3-1 in the
opening game. And Bus II finally
won the neck and neck batde with
Bus V for the final playoff spot by
defeating theirrivals 4-3 in a very
close hard fought game.
The semi-finals, which start on
Sunday, will be two game total
goals'series. In the first encounter
Ecies will take on the fast rising
Bus 111 team while in the nightcap
Bus I and Bus II will do battie. Bus
II won five of their last seven
games in order to make the
playoffs. They will provide stiff
competition for thefirst year team,
as will Bus 111 for the first place
Ecies squad.

TAMIAE HOCKEY LEAGUE FINAL STANDINGS

"EAM

GP

Economics

15

iusiness I

15

iusiness I I I

W

L

T

GF

GA

TP

2

3

40

29

23

9

4

2

55

33

20

15

7

6

2

35

36

16

iusiness I I

15

6

9

0

41

43

12

lusiness V

15

5

10

0

45

53

10

lusiness IV

15

3

9

3

33

54

9

10

TOP TEN SCORERS

MAME

TEAM

G

A

TP

Sallagher

Bus IV

10

6

16

Bchonfeld

Bus V

10

4

14

'Nnnel lo

Ecies

6

8

14

flyers

Bus I I

7

6

13

Lye

Bus I

8

4

12

Bus III

4

8

12

<ennedy

Bus V

3

9

12

flI I son

Bus III

9

2

II

Solecky

Bus I I

6

5

II

ft/a I ton

Ecies

5

6

II

Drehyer

>
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Hawkey Hawks: the men who would be kings
by Rick Campbell
All they wanted was a decent
ending to a generally lousy season.
And by jove, they got it.
The hockey Hawks produced
their most efficient and certainly
their gutsiest performance of the
year on Friday February 13 to tie

the Waterloo Warriors 5-5 down at
the Barn.

It's not that they did it, but how
they did it which made this game
most rewarding for Hawk players
and fans alike, in fittingly, their
final game of the season.
Facing a two goal deficit with
only minutes remaining in the
game, WLU rallied to sCore twice,
the equalizer coming with only five
seconds showing on the clock.
Although the tie meant nothing
to the Hawks in the standings, it
helped to prevent Waterloo from
gaining the much coveted second
place finish in the OUAA Western
Division. This would have given
the Warriors a home playoff game
against the lesser McMaster
squad, but by finishing third the
plumbers were pitted against the
red-hot Western Mustangs last
Wednesday in London. Since
Western beat Waterloo 2-1 to
eliminate the Warriors, the Hawks
indirectly got added revenge by
forcing the 5-5 tie.
Despite the fact that Waterloo 1
held a territorial edge in the first
period of play, WLU escaped with
a 1-0 lead on a mid-period goal by
Wally Cieslukowski. Brent Heard
got the puck to the rangy right
winger who snapped it by Bruce
Morgan in the Warrior net. Morgan, incidentally, being only a
freshman, was a surprise starter

for the Warriors considering his
lack of experience, but he made
many incredible saves during the
evening and could not be faulted
on any Hawk goal.
Meanwhile Phil McColeman,
the venerable backstopper for the
Hawks, playing probably his final
game in a WLU uniform, preserved the first period lead with a
Jacques Plante poke check on
Waterloo's John Fielding when the

close the margin to 5-4.
Hawks maintained their one
WLU's hopes for at least a draw
goal lead in the second period as seemed to go out the window
though as time drained away and
each team scored twice.
Morgan
made two great saves in
Hugh Macintosh, with his first
of two, put WLU two up on a succession foiling Billy Low and
powerplay effort. Dave "Flea" Cieslukowski.
Hawks didn't even get a chance
Zmija fed a perfect slot pass to
to
apply the six attacker strategy
Billy Young, who fired quickly.
afaceoff in Waterloo territory
4intil
by
made
the
aided
a
Morgan
save,
two inch round chunk ofred pipe, with only 16 seconds remaining.
With McColeman on the bench
but Macintosh slapped in the rebound and it seemed Hawks were and the Hawks sole thought being
the 6 by 4 space behind Morgan,
off to the races.
the puck skittered into the corner.
Waterloo came back only a miBrent Heard got to it first, and
nute later to close the gap but after what seemed like hours, BufYoung re-established the two goal falo flipped it across the Warrior
lead on a breakaway at 16:44. The
crease where Macintosh made the
slick center fed Morgan a great dream come true by poking the
head fake and then shovelled the disc under the fallen netminder.
the
outpuck
underneath
Can you dig it, at the 19:55 mark of
manoeuvred goalie.
the third period.
To say the Hawks were pleased
Although Waterloo again narrowed the count before the end of with the goal was runner-up in the
the period with a power play understatement of the year contest. To say that McKillop was inmarker, there was a very noticeable aspect about Hawk play durfuriated was the grand champion.
So with only seconds to go and
ing that middle stanza.
the
deadlock safely tucked away in
Simply stated, we weren't being
their
back pocket, it seemed that
outmuscled. We weren't being
the Hawks had put the finishing
outshot. We weren't being intimitouches on their perfect finish.
dated. And we weren't losing.
Nope. They weren't through
Warriors rebounded once more yet, not by a long shot. At the buzand tied the score early in, the third zer, Hawk defenseman Steve
on a long blast from the point.
Douglas decided he'd like to dance
Then they took the lead on two
with a Warrior left winger, and begoals which would rate a perfect 10
in the "jammy" department (including one off a players chest,
give me a break) and it appeared to
everyone that the same old story
was unfolding for WLU. Waterloo
was leading 5-3 and controlling the
play, Warrior coach Bob McKillop
was all smiles (a good indication
that Waterloo is winning) and
Hawk fans were set to give up the
speedy left winger broke in alone.

fore one could say Killer Kowalski, it was stampede wrestling at
the Waterloo Arena.
Douglas with a step over toe
hold. Look out, he's down, but
there's McColeman with the tag,
and they're all in it fans. Dupuis,

Guimond, Zettel, Richardson,
Macintosh, Zmija, twist, grunt,
tug.

Oh, it was hilarious. Because

you see, what appeared on the surface to be a Pier Six brawl was no
more than the Hawks getting their
final two cents worth in against
their archrivals. And they got
more like about two bucks worth.
Everyone was laughing at the
end of the duration bout. The
Hawks were laughing, the Warriors were laughing, the fans were
laaghing, Hawk coach Wayne
Gowing was laughing. Oh, oh,
there's someone who wasn't
laughing. Warrior coach McKillop, as visions of pulled muscles

danced in his head.
Believe me, considering their
disappointing season, there could
not have been a more beautiful ending for the Hawks than the one
they wrote for themselves that
Friday night.
Going into the game, the Hawks
had nothing to gain. No higherposition, no scoring marks, no playoff
hopes. Pride yes, but then again,
jocks don't talk about pride. They

show pride in their performance.

Phil McColeman, the five

star

guardianof the Hawk net, who de-

served a better fate than a fourth
place finish in his final year. He
showed his pride with save after
save after save. As usual.
The young, the inexperienced,

-

the much criticized defensemen,
they showed their pride by displaying poise under pressure, being
physical, and standing up to the
Warriors thrust after thrust.
The forwards took no back seat
either. Maybe there not the
smoothest attackers in the league,
but they showed their pride too.
By knocking at the Warrior door
time and time again, especially late
in the game when they could have
easily folded and gone home. Uh,
uh, they never gave up until the
job was done.
And the coach, Wayne Gowing,
showed a pack of pride. He went
into the dressing room, told the
charges to forget the rest of the
season, and that he would consider
their season a success ifthey could
beat the Warriors. All he asked of
the Hawks was their best.
And for a heartwarming change,
their best was enough that night.
Much more than enough.
Because the Hawks left that
game and their season with a good
feeling. And that's what it's all
about.

ghost.
But the Hawk players weren't.

For some mysterious reason the
momentum suddenly shifted for a
final time in our favour, as maybe
Waterloo became too careless in
protecting their two goal lead.
Who knows, but Earl Muller of the
Hawks sure wasn't too careless
about banging in a rebound to

aceman pic

Hawks players jump for joy as Hugh Macintosh slips tying goal under Waterloo goalie Bruce
Morgan with only five seconds left on clock.

aceman pic

Hawk goalie Phil McColeman ends fine career with WLU against
Waterloo with yet another first rate performance.

aceman pic

Who said the Hawks had a miserable season? Dave "Flea" Zmija (left) and man of the hour Hugh
Macintosh are all smiles in Hawk dressing room after the game.
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Rick Haswell (33)
Calgary
Fourth Round

John Glassford
Saskatchewan
Third Round

Fred Brown
Ottawa '
Seventh Round

Seven Hawks go in draft
by Rick Campbell
Bet you thought the football season just ended, didn't you? Well, it

Gord Taylor
Winnipeg
Second Round

Glassford was chosen by Sas- for the Hawks but his quickness
katchewan. Glassford was
and pursuit from the defensive end
the most aggressive in the league position was evident from game
did, but another one began last at his position this season, and his one this year and lasted right
week in Toronto as Canadian play made the scouts take notice, through the season.
Football League teams conducted as well as the opposition.
Weiler, a high-riding rambler in
their draft of Canadian College
Some
considered
Rick the Hawk backfield, missed a good
players.
Haswell's selection by Calgary in deal of the season due to injury,
By the end of the plucking
the fourth round a surprise, as but obviously showed enough in
season, 88 university footballers Haswell left the Hawks in midhis college career to warrant the
found themselves under the wing season for personal reasons. Howlabel of "another one of those
of one of the nine CFL clubs.
the choice is a tribute to the good WLU running backs" who
ever,
Eighteen had been taken in a ter- fullback's fine play for his full two haye
been consistently drafted in
ritorial draft held two weeks ago. seasons as a Golden Hawk.
recent
years.
There were seven Golden Hawk
Unfortunately
Hard-hitting
defensive
back
several other
this
year's
seniors snatched from
Glen Leach joined McMann as he Hawks, all very capable perfortalent pool.
The first to be selected was was snapped up by the Alouettes mers, were not drafted. Whether
quarterback Gordie Taylor, grab- in the fourth round. But with the they were victims of their position
bed by Winnipeg in round two. In hockey skills he has displayed on or whatever, it is very puzzling
addition to the fine pivot abilities the ice this season as a member of that they were overlooked. Howhe has shown in the past three the Beaver Eaters fearsome ever, all are subject to free agent
"Punch Line", Glen will be hard status and could conceivably end
years, Taylor's selection as a national all-star this campaign obvi- pressed in deciding which of the up with a CFL squad anyway if
they choose to pursue a pro"
two sports to pursue.
ously aided in his high drafting.
Two Hawks were taken in the
The two other Hawks drafted career.
third round. Our own ordinary were Fred Brown (Ottawa) in the
Congratulations to all the above
superstar, OUAA all-star running seventh round and Mike Weiler guys, WLU's 1975-76 crop of posback Chuck McMann went to (Calgary) in the ninth. Brown sible contributions to Canadian
Montreal, and defensive end John played only one season first string pro football.

Glen Leach
Montreal

Fourth Round

Mike Weiler

Calgary

Ninth Round

Chuck McMann
Montreal
Third Round
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Nadia darling of crowd
in pre-Olympic gym meet

aceman pic

Nadia Comaneci displays brilliant extension and amplitude in balance beam competition last Friday at Canadian-Roumanian gym

meet.

Not many people can lay claim
perfect in anything when
they are fourteen years of age
—unless their name happens to be
Nadia Comaneci.
The young Roumanian gymnast
literally rewrote the record books
with flawless execution in the
compulsory' section
of the
Canadian-Roumanian gymnastic
qualifying meet held at the Complex last Friday night.
She dazzled the crowd with perto being

fect form to score the maximum

grade of 10 in each of the vault,
floor exercise and uneven bar
competitions.
Only an indiscernible loss of
equilibrium and an over-zealous
dismount prevented herfrom scoring a 10 in the other event, the balance beam. But even in that competition, her 9.85 grading was sufficient to win.

photo by wells

No this picture is not sideways. Seen above is Canadian Maasaki Naosaki completing one of his flips
in compulsory floor routine.

The Canadian women com-

petitors looked on in amazement
as Nadia completed her compulsory floor routine. Then they led

the crowd in a standing ovation as
the petite youngster returned to
acknowledge the applause.
"She's incredible. She's got to
be the best in the world," was the
way Canadian women's champion
Nancy McDonnell summed up
Nadia's performance.
The purpose of the meet was to
help the Canadian teams, male and events held at the Kitchener Aufemale, to qualify for the Summer ditorium.
Olympics in Montreal. In order to
At the complex, the women
do so, each team must score maintained a team average of 9.56,
minimum average grades of 8.75 in while the men were slightly lower
their two pre-Olympic tests.
at 9.36. However, four of the six
Both the Canadian men's and male compulsory events were won
women's teams asserted them- by Canadians, and they also grabselves quite well on Friday, as well bed two optional wins on Saturas on Saturday in the optional day.

yarlsWtq

to beat the Roumanians. It
Friday, Keith Carter of Winnipeg won the floor and vault was for Canadians ta set high
competitions. Maasaki Naosaki scores through gymnastic protriumphed on the high bar and se- ficiency in an attempt to qualify for
venteen year old Phillip Delasalle the Summer Olympics. This they
of Vancouver was tops on the did, and Canadian competitors can
pommel horse. Carter and Denow be confident heading into
lasalle won events Saturday.
their second leg of pre-qualifying.
Meanwhile, for the crowd, it
The Canadians can be thankful
a treat to see and appreciate
was
they had such outstanding competCanadian
and foreign excellence in
ition from the Roumanians in order
to maintain high grades. For in- this agile and demanding sport.
stance, Dan Grecu of Roumania is
Fans were able to see these athcurrent world champion on the letes due to the efforts and organirings, and Comaneci is European zation of the Cambridge Kips
champion, having defeated LuidGymnastic Club, which hosted the
mila Turischeva of the Soviet event. Since it's formation in 1972,
Union. Turischeva is now rated the club has attempted to bring
higher than Russia's Olga Korbut high calibre gymnastics tp the
area, and I don't think anyone
in her country.
would dispute the fact that it sucThe main purpose of the ceeded in its endeavour last
weekend was not for our gymnasts weekend.
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